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We studyfrictionlessmatchingin largeeconomies with andwithoutmarketimperfections,providing
sufficient conditions for monotone matching that are weaker than those previously known. Necessary
conditions, which depend on a key analytical object we call the surplus function, are also offered.
Changes in the surplus yield valuable informationabout the comparativestatics of matching patterns
across environments.We apply our frameworkto some examples adaptedfrom the literature,accounting
for and extending several comparative-staticand welfare results. We also explore the dependenceof the
matchingpatternon the type distribution.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ever since Roy (1950) and Tinbergen(1951) used them to study the distributionof earnings,
frictionlessmatchingmodels have been adaptedto a wide rangeof problems.1Earlyapplications
tended to consider environments with perfect markets: the only departurefrom standard
Arrow-Debreu assumptions was the presence of an indivisibility in agents' characteristics
that make a matching problem relevant. But as many recent applications-including, for
example, internationaltrade,local public finance,or organizationaldesign (Legros and Newman
(1996), Casella and Rauch (1997), Farrelland Scotchmer (1998), Sadoulet (1998))-indicate,
matchingmodels arealso naturalandappropriatevehicles for studyingenvironmentswith market
imperfections.
Among the most importantand robust insights of the early literaturewas a fundamental
monotonicity result. When agents' characteristicsare complementary-their joint output is a
supermodularfunction of the characteristics-there is positive assortativematching (PAM):
regardlessof the distributionof types,moreable individualsareassignedto moreproductivetasks
or to more able individuals.Monotone matchingpatternsof this kind are compelling for their
computationalexpedienceas well as theirempiricalappeal,andin the mindsof most economists,
the connection among efficiency, PAM and complementaritiesis probablythe main idea in the
matchingliterature.
Yet it is less thanclearhow farthis connectioncarriesoverto the moregeneralenvironments
that have attractedrecent attention.Some investigationsof credit marketimperfectionssuggest
that complementaritiesin the productiontechnology alone need not entail PAM (Legros and
Newman (1996), Sadoulet (1998)). Similarly,restrictionson the way outputis sharedthat arise
1. Sattinger(1993) providesa fine surveyof the classic referencesas well as some more recentliterature.
925
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for technological or incentive reasons may drastically alter the pattern of matching and its
efficiency (Becker (1973), Farrelland Scotchmer(1998)). Even withoutimperfections,thereare
naturalexamples of technologies that certainlyseem to exhibit complementarityand yet fail to
satisfy supermodularity(Kremerand Maskin, 1996).
Moreover,the presence of marketimperfectionsleads to the possibility that matches may
not be efficient,at least in the sense of maximizingsocial surplus.But withoutanalyticaltools for
computingequilibriummatchingpatterns,it is difficultto evaluatethe efficiency of equilibrium
matchesand assess the role of policy designedto affect matchingoutcomes.
Our purposehere and in our companionpaper (Legros and Newman, 2002a) is to provide
such tools by developing sufficient and necessary conditions for monotone matching in some
of these more generalenvironments.These conditions,which like the classical supermodularity
condition, apply independentlyof the distributionof characteristics,facilitate computationof
equilibria(includingthose in classical environments)and help with an assessmentof the impact
of imperfectionson matching.The present paperis devoted to the analysis of the transferable
utility case, which, as we shall see, includes a numberof imperfect-marketexamples. For an
analysis of the non-transferablecase see Legros and Newman (2002a).
Two principalthemes emerge from the analysis. First, severalmonotonematchingpatterns
that have appearedin the literatureand that are incompatible with supermodularityof the
joint outputfunctioncan be understoodas consequencesof other,weaker,monotonedifference
conditions.Second, a greatdeal aboutthe natureof the equilibriummatchcan be gleanedsimply
by studyingan object we call the surplus:defined as the differencebetween the total payoff to a
heterogeneouspartnershipand the averageof the partners'segregationpayoffs (the equilibrium
payoffs to individualsin one-typeeconomies), it measuresthe potentialgains to a heterogeneous
match.
We use our apparatusto analyse several extended examples adapted from the recent
literature.These are introducedin the next section, where we point out where the existing
apparatusfalls short. As we present our results in Sections 4.1-5, we returnto the relevant
examples to illustratetheiruse.
2. EXAMPLESAND ISSUES
The version of the matchingmodel we shall consideris one in which agents of varyingabilities
(or other real-valued characteristicssuch as wealth, skill or productivity)form two-person
partnerships.When one agent of type a matcheswith an agent of type b, they producea positive
"output"h(a, b) which can be divided arbitrarilybetween them. The function h is usually
assumedto be symmetric:(h(a, b) = h(b, a)) and increasingin both arguments.
The famous result, proved for completeness in Proposition 3 below, is that if h has a
non-negativecross partialderivativeeverywhere(more generally,if it is supermodular2),then
in competitive equilibria (or core allocations, our focus here), there will be a particularly
strongform of assortativematchingwhich we call segregation:everyonematcheswith someone
identicalto himself (the model in Kremer(1993) has this property).If insteadh is submodular,
thereis negative assortativematching(NAM): the higher is the ability of one partner,the lower
is the ability of the other;see Proposition7.
Segregationand NAM are examples of matchingpatternsthat are monotone:in both cases,
a's partner'stype is monotonicin a.
2. A real-valuedfunctionh on D c 1R2is supermodularif for any x, y e D, h(x A y) + h(x v y) > h(x) + h(y),
where we denote by x A y the component-wiseminimumof x and y: x A y = (min{xl, y1}, min{x2, Y2});similarly,
x V y = (max{xl, Y 1},max{x2, Y2}).Submodularityholds if h satisfies h(x A y) + h(x v y) < h(x) + h(y) on D.
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Limitations of the supermodularity condition. As useful as these results are,
they have serious limitations. Supermodularityis only sufficient for segregation: there are
economies without supermodularproductionfunctions that are neverthelessalways segregated
in equilibrium.The gap between sufficiency and necessity is easily bridged if one considers
the surplus ratherthan the joint payoff, and we will provide a distribution-freecondition for
segregation(Proposition4) thatis necessaryas well as sufficient.
By the same token, other forms of monotonematchinghave appearedin the literature,and
are
necessarilyinconsistentwith super-or submodularity.But as we shall see, environments
they
without supermodularityneed not be any less amenableto systematicanalysis.
Post-match task assignment. For instance, suppose, as in Kremerand Maskin (1996),
thatthe partnersmight be assignedto eithertask afterthe matchoccurs, but thatthe two tasks do
not contributesymmetricallyto the joint output.We could representthis situationby supposing
that the productionfunctionis of the form max{aob1-0, boa1-0}, where 0 e (?, 1). The ability
of the partnerassigned to the more "important"task is raisedto the 0 power;it is always optimal
to assign the more able partnerto this task. This productionfunction is not supermodular.3
Existing results on matching are thereforesilent on this simple extension of the basic model.
We shall providea new sufficientconditionfor PAM("weakincreasingdifferences"or WID; see
Proposition5) which subsumesthis model, and we go on to analyse propertiesof the model in
Section 4.1.1.
Imperfect credit markets. These presenta differentsortof problem.They may introduce
non-transferabilities,but this is not fundamental. Rather, they tend to undermine, even
overwhelm, the complementarityof the productiontechnology in ways that make computation
of the matchingpatterna challenge.
Modify the standardproductionmodel by supposingthat a fixed amountk > 0 of capital
with unit cost one is requiredfor productionto take place. Once this is invested, gross output
depends on the ability of the firm's membersand is equal to ab, where all abilities exceed V/k.
All individualshave zero wealth, and thereforeevery partnershipmust access a capitalmarketin
orderto financetheir firm.
This marketis imperfect,however:the outputof a firmmust exceed qk, 0 > 1, in orderfor
financingto be possible.4 The joint outputfor a pair (a, b) can then be writtenas
h(a, b; t) =

ab-k,

0,

ab > k
ifab < qpk.

A perfect capital marketcorrespondsto 0 = 1. In this case, the economy will be segregated
by ability, since h is symmetricand supermodular.This outcome is independentof the initial
distributionof types.
3. To see this, note that supermodularityof h(-, *)implies thatfor points of the form (a, b) and (b, a), a > b, we
have h(a, a) + h(b, b) > h(a, b) + h(b, a), or in this case thata + b > 2ab1 -0. Lettingb = Xa for 0 < X < 1, this is
equivalentto the requirementthat 1 + . > 2X1-0, which obviously fails for X near 1. Thus, this productionfunctionfails
the supermodularitytest near the diagonal. (Since the cross partialderivativeis positive whereverit exists, h is clearly
not submodular,either.)
4. This admittedlystarkversion of a capital marketimperfectioncan be derivedby supposing that the partners
in the firm, upon having to repay,may renege on their debt and escape with probability7r a punishmentwhich brings
theirincome to zero. Lenderswill make loans of size k only to those firmswhose outputh will exceed k/(1 - zr), since
only for these firms is repaying,which yields a payoff of h - k, more attractivethan reneging, which yields 7rh.Thus,
1- = 1 correspondsto zr = 0; with largervalues of Xrescape becomes more likely, until with Jr = 1, the market
shuts down altogether(4 = oo).
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As q increases, the marketbecomes less efficient, excluding more and more types from
producingpositive output on their own. It is straightforwardto verify that in these cases, the
payoff functionh is not supermodularin types and also violates the weakerWID condition.Yet
the model remainsone of transferableutility,since whateveroutputa coalition does producecan
be sharedarbitrarilybetween the partners.The question then arises, does monotone matching
result regardlessof the distributionof types? It turnsout that this model violates our conditions
and therefore we can find distributionsfor which the match is sometimes monotone, and
sometimes non-monotone.The example illustrateshow the comparativestatics of the surplus
across environments,and particularlyhow they vary acrosstypes, can reveal a lot aboutchanges
in matchingpatterns.
The dependence of the match on distribution. The dependence of the pattern of
matchingon the distributionof types has attractedattentionrecently(KremerandMaskin, 1996).
In fact, it is clear thatunless the economy is always segregated,the matchtypically must depend
on the distribution,in the sense that the correspondence9)t(a) which sends a type a into the
type(s) with which it matches will not be invariantto the distribution.Of course, requiringthat
91(a) be invariantis very demanding.
Insteadone might only requirethat monotonicityof the match be preserved.Indeed, what
is most remarkableaboutthe classical supermodularityresult is precisely that it is independent
of the distribution.One need not compute the equilibriumto obtain the prediction,and indeed,
knowingthatthe outcomeis monotonicoften helps in computingthe equilibrium!Thus, the kind
of sufficiency conditions one might seek first for broaderclasses of models are those that are
distribution-free.In orderto assess how far these conditions can be pushed, though, one wants
necessaryconditions.
As well as yielding insights into models in which they apply,these conditionscan be useful
for understandingmodels in which they don't. For instance,in Kremerand Maskin (1996), the
main resultconcerningthe effect of distributionon the degreeof segregationis easily understood
as a consequenceof the shapeof the surplusfunctions.Thatmodel always has monotonematching, however,and the dependenceof matchingon distributionis reflectedby changes in cardinal
measuresof the matchingcorrespondence.The more strikingdependenceof matchingon distributionthat occurs in our imperfectfinancialmarketexample is a consequenceof the violations
of the necessaryand sufficientconditionsfor monotonicmatchingthatwe develop below.
3. THEORY
3.1. Notation
The economies we study have a continuumof agents and a "type space" A that is a compact
subset of the real line. There is a distributionT of types, which may be continuousor discrete.
Eitherway, we thinkof therebeing a continuumof agents of every type.
The objectof analyticalinterestto us is the utility possibility set for each possible coalition,
i.e. the characteristicfunction of a cooperativegame representingthe matching problem. We
follow much of the literatureand restrict our attentionto matches of size two (some of our
results generalize straightforwardlyto multipersonmatches, as we will indicate). Since we are
consideringtransferableutility, the set of feasible payoffs of a pair consisting of a type a and
type b can be written
V(a, b) = {(u1, U2) E R2+I +- U2 < h(a, b)}.

(The restrictionto matches of size two can be formalizedby supposing that every unmatched
individualgets a payoff less thanor equal to zero, and thatfor any largercoalitionof individuals,
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the total payoff is less than or equal to fj h(aj, bj), where j indexes the elements of a partition
of the coalition-possibly less one agent-into sets of size two with types (aj, bj).)
The notation reflects two assumptions, which we maintain throughout:(1) the payoff
possibilities depend only on the types of the agents and not on their individualidentities;and
(2) the utilitypossibilitiesof the pairof agentsdo not dependon whatotheragentsin the economy
are doing, i.e. there are no externalitiesacross coalitions.5
In a typical application,all agents are expected income maximizerswho can feasibly share
the output of theirjoint productionin any way. The level of outputthey can generatedepends
on their type accordingto a (possibly stochastic)"productionfunction"h(a, b). To help ensure
existence of equilibrium,this functionis assumedto be uppersemicontinuousin the types. Note
that h may be generatedin partby choices made by the partners.
Define the segregationpayoff of type a as u(a) = h(a,a). The segregationpayoff has the
interpretationof the minimumutility thatan agent can expect to get: if two agents of a particular
type get less thanthis, they can always matchtogetherand sharethe outputequally.It will often
be convenient to analyse economies using a modified characteristicfunction that capturesthe
notion of the potentialgains from heterogeneousmatching.Let
a(a, b) = max{0, h(a, b) - ?[h(a, a) + h(b, b)]},
and call it the surplusfunction. Observethata (a, a) = 0 for all a.
3.2. Equilibrium
We use the core as our equilibrium concept.6 The equilibrium consists of a matching
correspondence9t* : A = A thatspecifies the way types are matchedto each otherand a payoff
allocation u* : A -> R denotingthe payoff to each type;7it will satisfy two key properties.First
is a "measureconsistency"condition, which says that the mass of "firstpartners"equals that of
the "second partners"(without this, it would be possible to match, say, a one-half measure of
men one-to-one to a unit measurewomen). Second, a no-blockingcondition is satisfied, i.e. for
all a and b, there does not exist a payoff vector (u(a), u(b)) with u(a) + u(b) < h(a, b) such
that u(a) > u*(a) and u(b) > u*(b). Since equilibriumpayoffs must be feasible, this implies
u*(a) + u*(b) = h(a, b) for every matchedpair.See the Appendixfor details.
We first note that all equilibria are constrained Pareto efficient. If there were a Pareto
improvement,then the grandcoalition could block the equilibriumpayoff; but since the grand
coalition cannot achieve anything more than what two-person coalitions can achieve, a twopersoncoalition could also block, and this would violate the definitionof an equilibrium.
Since there is transferableutility, something much strongercan be asserted, namely that
the equilibriummatch will maximize the aggregatenet output (this includes in particularour
imperfectfinancialmarketexample). In this case, if there are any choice variables,any pair of
matchedagents will choose them so as to maximize theirjoint output.Call this maximizedvalue
h(a, b) when an a matcheswith a b. Observethat if a and b are two types that are not matched
to each other in equilibrium,then u*(a) + u*(b) > h(a, b), else the pair (a, b) would block.
Now, if the equilibriummatchingpatternfails to maximize aggregatenet output,thereis another
measure consistent match that generatesa higher aggregate;in this alternatematch, there is at
5. Of course the equilibriumpayoffs in one coalition will generallydependon the othercoalitions.
6. The facts that there is a continuumof agents and that the only coalitions that matterare of size two at most
technicallymake the core here a special case of the f-core. See Kanekoand Wooders(1986) for definitions.Theirpaper
and relatedresults in Gretsky,Ostroyand Zame (1992) guaranteeexistence of equilibriumfor all cases we consider.
7. The notationreflectsthe fact thatin these environmentsequilibriumhas the equaltreatmentproperty:all agents
of a given type will get the same utility.
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least one type a matchedto a b' such that u*(a) + u*(b') < h(a, b'), or the aggregatecould
not be higher.But then the pair (a, b') would have blocked the original equilibrium.A similar
argumentcan be made for the aggregatesurplusand we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. In equilibrium(i) the match is efficient in the sense that given the type
distribution,it maximizesaggregatenet output;and (ii) aggregatesurplus is also maximized.
The optimalityof equilibrium(i) undertransferableutility is, of course, well known;what
we want to emphasize here is that certain marketimperfectionscan still be treatedunder the
rubricof transferableutility and thereforelead to efficient outcomes.We will returnto this point
in Section 5. As we will also show there,result (ii) can be useful in computations.
3.3. Descriptionsof equilibriummatchingpatterns
A matchor assignmentis a measurablecorrespondence
9t* : A = A.
9jt* is symmetric:a e 9Jt*(b)implies b e 9Y*(a). Let
A = {a E A: 3b E 9)1*(a) b < a}
be the set of largerpartners(obviously, A dependson 9)1*,but we suppressthis dependencein
the notation).Symmetryof 9J1*implies thatthe correspondence9)1
91: A 2 A,

where b E 9(a)

,?

b9b
e

*(a) & b < a,

completely characterizesthe assignment.Note that the graphof 9J)is the portionof the graph
of 9* that is on or below the 45? line. The coalitions generatedby 9S1*can then be writtenas
orderedpairs (a, b) E A x 9)1(A).Ourdescriptionsof matchingpatternswill be in termsof the
propertiesof the graphof 9)j.
We will be focused on patternsin which 9)1is a monotonecorrespondence.For two sets M
and M', we write M > M' whenever[a E M & b e M'] =X=[a > b].
Definition 1. Matchingis monotoneif
(i) for all a, b e A, [a > b =X 9(a) > C9(b)]
or
(ii) for all a, b E A, [a > b = 9t(a) < 9X(b)].
In case (i), the graphof 9)t must be non-decreasingwhile in case (ii) the graphof 9J must
be non-increasing.For this reason, we referto case (i) as PAM and to case (ii) as NAM.8
8. The terminologyPAMandNAM appearsto have originatedin "two-sided"matchingmodels (e.g. the marriage
marketmodel of Becker (1973)), in which agent types include a gender as well as a real-valuedattribute.By ordering
the types in a two-sided model lexicographically,first by genderand then by ability,our definitionsof PAM and NAM
include the two-sidednotions as special cases, with A correspondingto one of the sides.
We are awareof only one otherattemptto give a formaldefinitionof PAM in one-sided models, namely thatby
Shimerand Smith (2000), who also proceedthroughdescriptionsof the correspondence931(equivalently97C*).For PAM
they requirethat the graphof 9* form a lattice. This is a useful definitionfor the problemthey are studying, namely
matchingundersearchfrictions, but it is too weak for the frictionless case. The class of models they consider leads to
segregationin the absence of searchfrictions.
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Note that PAM and NAM are not "opposites":there are many matchingpatternsthat are
neitherPAM nor NAM. Indeed, NAM is really more stringentthan PAM: it rules out two sorts
of matches among the types a > b > c > d, namely {a, c}, {b, d} and {a, b}, {c, d} while PAM
rules out only matches {a, dl, {b, c}. The stringencyof NAM follows from a kind of boundary
condition that is entailed in its definition:if a is the highest type and a the lowest, then under
NAM we necessarily have a matchedwith a, which does much to restrictwhat the rest of the
matcheslook like.
A simple and strongform of PAMoccurs when each agent matchesonly with someone like
himself, a conditionwe referto as segregation.
Definition2. An equilibriumsatisfies segregationif 9Xt(a)= {a} for all a.
That is, segregationoccurs when the graphof 9)1is a subset of the 45? line. It is an extreme
kind of equilibriumoutcome, since it precludes any matches in which partnersare different
from each other.If the match is not segregated,we shall say that it is heterogeneous.If almost
every matched pair contains partnerswho are not identical, we shall say that it is perfectly
heterogeneous.
In case the distributionof types T(.) is continuous,we can sharpenthe characterizationof
the matchingcorrespondence.Firstof all. we note thatif the matchingis monotone,9)t is almost
everywheresingle-valued.A proof is given in the Appendix.
Proposition 2. Suppose that T is continuous.If the equilibriummatch is monotonethen
for almost every a E T, 9X(a) is a singleton.
When T(.) is continuous with median am, NAM implies that partnersmatch "across the
median", i.e. that a > am X am > 9t(a). Moreover,it is straightforwardto show that by
measureconsistency T(a) + T(9)t(a)) = 1, where the singletonpropertyensuresthis expression
is well defined. Such a characterizationin terms of T is not possible for PAM. Nevertheless,
thereis a form of PAM thatis analogousto NAM in the sense thatpartnersalso matchacross the
medianand can be characterizedin terms of the distributionT; we call it medianmatching.

a

E

Definition3. An equilibriumdisplays median matchingwhen it satisfies PAM and for all
[am,a], T(a)- T()(a)) = .

Observe that median matching precludes, for a > b > c > d, pairings of the form
{a, bl, {c, d} (except in the case b = c = am), as well as {a, d}, {b, c}.
Forfourtypes a > b > c > d, the types of matchingconsistentwith the differentdefinitions
are representedin Figure 1.
For brevity,we will say that an economy is segregated (positively,negativelymatched),if
all equilibriaare payoff equivalentto one with segregation(positive, negativematching).
4. SUFFICIENTCONDITIONS
4.1. Positive assortativematching
For completeness, we first state and prove the well-known result leading to segregation,which
as we have pointedout is a strongform of PAM.
Proposition3. If the symmetric production function h(a,b) is supermodular, the
economy is segregated.
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possibly medianmatching
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a
PAM
notNAM
not medianmatching
not segregation

a
b
not PAM
NAM
not medianmatching
not segregation
c

FIGURE1

Proof. If h is supermodular,it satisfiesthe inequalityh(x v y) + h(x A y) > h(x) + h(y);
puttingx = (a, b) and y = (b, a) and using symmetrythen implies that h(a, b) - [h(a, a) +
h(b, b)] < 0. An allocationthatinvolves a heterogeneousmatchthat is not payoff equivalentto
segregationthereforeinvolves at least one type receivingless thanits segregationpayoff, and the
allocationwould then be blocked. 11
Note thatunderthese conditions,the surplusfunctiona (, *)is identicallyzero. In fact, this
is a much weakersufficientconditionfor segregation:
Proposition 4. If a (a, b) = Ofor all a, b e A, the economyis segregated.
To see this, note thatany heterogeneousoutcomethatis not payoff equivalentto segregation
wouldbe blockedby at least one type which is receivingless thanits segregationpayoff.Note that
a (a, b) = 0 is equivalentto having vector of segregationpayoffs (u(a), u(b)) being "outside"
the interiorof V (a, b). Not only is this weakerthanimposing supermodularityon the production
function,but it can be sometimeseasily verifiedin cases where the productionfunctiondoes not
satisfy standardproperties.
+ vb max{a2/3b1/3,b23all3}.
Example. Let A = [1,2] and h(a,b) =
It is straightforwardto verify that ha and hb are positive wherever they exist (which is
everywhere except on the diagonal). As we saw in the post-match task assignment example
above, {a2/3b1/3,b2/3a1/3} is neither super- nor submodular,so neither is h. Yet h(a, b) 2[h(a,a) + h(b,b)] oc a + b - 2max{a2/3b1/3,b2/3a1/3} < 0 on A2. Thus, o(a,b) =
max{0, h(a, b) - ?[h(a, a) + h(b, b)]} = 0 there,and the economy is segregated.
It is well known that in the present context, supermodularityis equivalentto increasing
differences(ID): whenevera > b and c > d, we have h(a, c) - h(a, d) > h(b, c) - h(b, d).
This is actually a fairly strong condition to impose on the productionfunction. As we pointed
out before, it rules out some fairly naturalcases, and in particulardoes not allow for any sort of
heterogeneousmatching.
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Notice thatto satisfy ID, h (, .) must be checked againstsix possible permutationsof a, b, c
and d. A weakerrequirementfor h(., ) only involves looking at quadruplesof types arrangedin
the ordera > b > c > d.
Definition4. The function h : A2 -> IRsatisfies WID on A if for any four elements
a, b, c, d of A, where a > b > c > d,
h(b, c) - h(b, d) < h(a, c) - h(a, d)
or
h(b, c) h(c, d) < h(a, b) - h(a, d).
Anotherway to see thatWID is a weakeningof ID (and supermodularity)is to note thatthe
latterimplies that
h(a, c) - h(a, d) > h(b, c) - h(b, d)

and

h(a, b) - h(a, d) > h(c, b) - h(c, d)

whenevera > b > c > d. (Coupledwith the symmetryassumption,these two inequalitiesplus
h(a, b) - h(a, c) > h(b, d) - h(c, d) are equivalentto ID.) When h(., .) is differentiable,it can
be shown that WID and ID are equivalentto each other, and it is well known that this in turn
requiresthatthe cross partialderivativeof h is non-negative.
Ourfirstresultfollows directlyfrom the observationthatfor PAM,it is really only the order
a > b > c > d thatmatters:we need simply to ensurethatthe negativelymatchedarrangement
{a, d} and {b, c} cannothappenin equilibrium(unless it is payoff equivalentto a positive match).
We thereforehave the following proposition.
Proposition 5. If h(., .) is symmetricand satisfies WIDon A, the economy is positively
matchedfor all distributionsof types with supportin T.
Proof. Let a > b > c > d. If, contraryto the conclusion, {a, d} and {b, c} are matched,
we must have h(a, d) + h(b, c) > h(a, c) + h(b, d) and h(a, d) + h(b, c) > h(a, b) + h(c, d),
else the negativematchcould be blocked. If the matchis not payoff equivalentto PAM,then one
or both of these inequalitiesmust be strict,contradictingWID. II
Example. The productionfunction in the post-matchtask assignmentmodel, h(a, b) =
in which
max(abl -0, ba1-0) for any 0 e [?, 1), satisfies ID if and only if 0 =?,
is
differentiable
case the economy is segregated. Otherwise, the function neither
(the limits
4
0 are not equal) nor supermodular(as we
of e[h(a + , a)
h(a, a)] as E f 0 and E
pointed out earlier). However, it does satisfy WID: for positive a > b > c > d, we have
a(c1i- - dl-0) > b0(c10 - dl-0). Thus the post-matchtask assignmenteconomy always
has PAM.
Because segregation is a form of PAM, we did not have to rule it out in order for
Proposition5 to be true.But for otherpatternsof matchingwith which segregationis inconsistent,
we shall requirean auxiliarycondition:
Definition5. ConditionH is satisfiedif h(a, b) > ? (h(a, a) + h(b, b)) whenevera :Ab.
If H is satisfied, there will always be perfectly heterogeneous matching in equilibrium,
providedthereis more thanone type in the economy. More succinctly,perhaps,we get perfectly
heterogeneousmatchingif the surplusis strictlypositive off the diagonal.
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4.1.1. Median matching in one-sided models. We turn next to median matching.The
logic is similar: one needs a condition which ensures that when types a > b > c > d are
arrangedin a patternconsistentwith medianmatching,the total payoffs are higherthanthey are
underany otherarrangement.The key conditionis a strengtheningof WID:
Definition6. The functionh: A2 have

J satisfies ConditionM if for a > b > c > d, we
R

h(b, c) - h(b, d) < h(a, c) - h(a, d)
h(b, d) - h(c, d) > h(a, b) - h(a, c),

and

(1)
(2)

with strictinequalitywheneverb > c.
That this is indeed a strengtheningof WID should be clear.9But unlike WID, it is not a
weakening of supermodularity,since the latterrequiresh(b, d) - h(c, d) < h(a, b) - h(a, c)
insteadof (2).
Condition M, together with the heterogeneitycondition (Condition H) are sufficient for
medianmatching.
Proposition 6. Supposethat ConditionsM and H hold, that h is symmetricand that the
type distributionis continuous.Thenthe uniqueequilibriumoutcomeis medianmatching.
Proof For a E [a, a], let m(a) denote an element of 91t*(a) (by Proposition2, m(a) =
9Jt*(a) for almost all a). Now suppose that m(a) < am. Since h satisfies WID, we have PAM,
which implies that m(a) < m(a) for m(a) < a < a. But this violates measureconsistency,
since more than one-half the population is matching with less than one-half the population.
Thus m(a) > am, and since Condition H holds, a > m(a). A similar argumentestablishes
that a < m(a) < am. Suppose that m(a) > am or m(a) < am. Then (2) implies directly h(a,
m(a))-h(a, m(a)) < h(a, m(a))-h(a, m(a)); thuseither{a, m(a)} or {a, m(a)} could improve
upon the equilibrium,a contradiction.Thereforem(a) = m(a) = am. To complete the argument
for the remainingtypes, note thatif T (a) - T (m(a)) > ? for a > am,then the measureof agents
between am and a, who by PAM are matchingwith agents between a and m(a), exceeds that
of the latterset, which violates measureconsistency.A similarviolation of measureconsistency
occurs if T(a) - T(m(a)) < 1. II
Remark1. A somewhat weaker result can be established if one dispenses with
Condition H and instead imposes continuity on the production function. Then under the
remaining hypotheses of Proposition 6, median matching is an equilibriumoutcome, albeit
not necessarily the only one. The proof depends on noting that continuity and (2) imply that
segregationgeneratesno higher outputthan heterogeneousmatching(take limits as b -> a and
c -> d); from therethe argumentis similarto thatof the proposition.
Severalobservationsare in order.First,the proof of this resultmakes heavy use of the fact
that the matchingpatternis monotone, illustratingthat in matching models, as in many other
contexts,monotonicitygreatlysimplifiesthe computationof equilibrium.(Note thatthe measure
consistencycriterionis also crucialto pinningdown the equilibriummatchingpattern.)
9. We thankan anonymousreferee for pointing ConditionM out to us. ConditionsM and H jointly are weaker
thana conditiondiscussed in an earlierdraftof this paperthat also yields medianmatching.
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Second, if the technology or productionchanges in such a way as to preserveConditionM,
the matchwill be unchangedbecause thereis only one way to have medianmatchingfor a given
distributionof types.
Third,ConditionM (and ConditionH) is typically satisfiedonly on a restricteddomain of
the productionfunction.Changesto the supportof the type distributionmay then affect whether
or not thereis medianmatching.
Example. The post-match task assignment economy conforms to the hypotheses of
Proposition 6, provided the supportof the type distributionis tight enough. If, for instance,
h(a, b) = max{a?bl-0, boal-?}, Condition M is satisfied on [a, a] C R++ if and only if
a > (l_0)l/0a. (One can verify thatfor this model, ConditionH holds if M does.)10
The main result in Kremerand Maskin (1996) essentially dependson this observation.For
a case isomorphic to 0 = 2/3, they consider changes to a numericalmeasure of the degree
of segregationresulting from a "lengthening"of the supportof the type distribution(for their
measure, median matchinghappensto minimize the degree of segregation).When the support
of the distributionis small, ConditionM is satisfied,medianmatchingresults, and the degree of
segregationis therebyminimized. As the supportis stretched,ConditionM will eventuallybe
violated and the matchingpatternthen becomes more segregated.
One can also derive qualitativeresults on the effects of technological change in a similar
fashion. Fix a continuousdistributionof types with compact supportand recall that for 0 = 1/2
we have perfect segregation.As 0 increases to 1 (or decreases to 0), ConditionM eventually
becomes satisfiedand we get medianmatching,which minimizes the segregationmeasure.
This suggests thatas 0 variesover the unit interval,therewill be a kind of invertedU-shaped
relation between the degree of asymmetryof the tasks and the degree of segregation in the
economy.In particular,interpretingincreasesin 0 beyond 1/2 as a kind of "skill-biased"technical
change, one gets from this model the predictionthatthis kind of technicalchange should lead to
a reductionin the degree of segregationin firms.
4.2. Negative assortativematching
Given the simple logic that led to PAM, sufficientconditions for negative matching are easily
identified:one must simply rule out matchesthat violate negativematching.NAM is a stronger
concept than PAM, however (as we have suggested, it is really the counterpartto median
matching), and so the conditions guaranteeingit for any type distributionare correspondingly
more restrictive
Proposition 7. If theproductionfunction is symmetricand strictlysubmodularon A2, the
economyis negativelymatched.
Proof. Puttingx = (a, d) and y = (b, c) into the submodularitycondition h(x) + h(y) >
h(x v y) + h(x A y) yields h(a, d) + h(b, c) > h(a, c) + h(b, d); puttinginstead y = (c, b)
and using h(c, b) = h(b, c) yields h(a, d) + h(b, c) > h(a, b) + h(c, d). Thus wheneverthere
are four types a > b > c > d, outputis higher when they are negatively matchedthan when
10. To see this, note thata0bl-0-a/2-b/2
is strictlyconcavein b, has zeros at b = a and bo(a, 0), andis positive
on (bo(a, 0), a). It is straightforwardto check that bo(a, 0) is increasingin a. Similarly,a -0b0 - a/2 - b/2 is positive
on (a, bO(a,0)) with bO(a,0) increasing in a. Thus a (a, a) > 0 implies that a(a, b) > 0 for a, b e [a, ia], a : b.
Setting a = (-0)1/0a to ensure ConditionM is satisfied, r(a, a) > 0 is equivalentto 2(10)
which is easily verified.

0

> I (1_0)1/0,
+
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they arepositively matched.Finally,puttingx = (a, b) and y = (b, a) establishesthath(a, b) >
2[h(a, a) + h(b, b)] (and h(c, d) > ?[h(c, c) + h(d, d)]), so h(a, d) + h(b, c) > ?[h(a, a) +
h(b, b) + h(c, c) + h(d, d)], which shows that segregationis also dominated.Recalling from
Proposition1 thatoutputis maximizedat equilibriumcompletes the argument. 11
Definition7. The function h : A2 --> R satisfies weak decreasingdifferences(WDD) on
A if for any four elements a, b, c, d of A, where a > b > c > d,
> h(a,c)-h(a,d)
and
h(b, c) h(c, d) > h(a, b) - h(a, d).

h(b,c)-h(b,d)

As might be expected by analogy to the case of median matching, this weakening
of submodularity(decreasing differences), which for symmetric functions would also entail
h(a, b) - h(a, c) < h(b, d) - h(c, d), along with either continuityor ConditionH, is the key
conditionfor NAM.1
Proposition 8. The economy is negativelymatched if either (1) h satisfies WDD and is
continuous;or (2) h satisfies WDD and ConditionH. If in addition the WDD inequalitieshold
strictly,thenNAMis the uniqueequilibriumoutcome.
5. NECESSARYCONDITIONSAND THE DEPENDENCEOF MONOTONEMATCHING
ON DISTRIBUTION
We already mentioned that in a rather weak sense, the match will typically depend on the
distributionof types, since unless the economy is always segregated,93(a) will vary as the
distributiondoes. At the same time, such sensitivityto the distributionmay be difficultto detect
empirically.What is more strikingis a loss or reversalof monotonicity when the distribution
changes. In orderto evaluatewhen such phenomenaare possible, it is useful to have necessary
conditionsfor monotonicityindependentof the distribution.
We first remark that the sufficient condition for segregation in Proposition 4 is also
necessary:if a (a, b) > 0 for some a, b e A, then there is a distributionin which matching
is not segregated:if half the agents are of type a and half of type b, the match will be perfectly
heterogeneous.Thus, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 9. A necessary and sufficientconditionfor the economyto be segregatedfor
all type distributionsis that a (-, ) -- 0.
For PAM and NAM, it turns out that the same monotone difference conditions we saw
before play essential roles. However,for the necessaryconditionsthey are appliedto the surplus
ratherthanthe productionfunction.
Proposition 10. A necessary and sufficientconditionfor the economy to be positively
matchedfor all type distributionsis thatfor all a > b > c > d with a (a, d) > 0, the surplus
function satisfies the WIDinequalities.
11. It is not hard to find examples of functions which satisfy Condition H and WDD but are not submodular,
although it is perhaps not clear how "natural"they are. For instance, let a > b > c > d and define h(., .) to be
the symmetricfunction on la, b, c, d} x {a, b, c, d} with h(a, a) = 80, h(a, b) = 76, h(b, b) = 70, h(a, c) = 62,
to check that h
h(b, c) = 60, h(a, d) = 54, h(c, c) = 44, h(b, d) = 40, h(c, d) = 37, h(d, d) = 8. It is straightforward
satisfiesthe H andWDD inequalitiesstrictly,butthath(a, b) - h(a, c) > h(b, d) - h(c, d), and hence is not submodular.
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Proof. The proof of sufficiencyis straightforward.For necessity, we need to show that if
the surplusfunctiondoes not satisfy the hypothesesof the proposition,thereis a type assignment
for which the economy is not positively matched. Suppose there exist a > b > c > d with
a (a, d) > 0 such that

and

a(a, d) + a(b, c) > o(a, b) + a(c, d)
ac(a, d) + a(b, c) > a(a, c) + a(b, d).

Consideran economy with equal masses at the points a, b, c, d. Since a (a, d) > 0, segregation
cannot be an equilibriumoutcome. Neither can the outcomes ({a, b}, {c, d}) or ({a, c}, {b, d}),
since they generateless surplusthan ({a, dl, {b, c}). The remainingpossibilities consistentwith
PAM are
ml = ({a, a}, {b, b}, {c, d})
m2 = ({a, b}, {c, c}, {d, d})
m3 = ({a, a}, {b, c}, {d, d}).
Clearly,m and m2 generateless surplusthan ({a, d}, {b, c}) since they generateno more surplus
than ({a, b}, {c, d}) or ({a, c}, {b, d}). Finally, m3 cannot be an equilibriumsince a(a, d) > 0
(note the role of the provision r(a, d) > 0). Hence the NAM ({a, d}, {b, c}), which is the only
otherpossibility,is the uniqueequilibriumoutcome. If b = c, the argumentis the same. 11
Obviously,if the productionfunctionsatisfiesWID, so does the surplus,but the converseis
not true.
Example. Suppose that A = [0, 1] and h(a, b) = (a - b)2 for a ~: b and 2a2 for
a = b. The surplus is identically zero (the economy is segregated), and so satisfies WID,
but the productionfunction actually satisfies WDD (it is not submodular,however). Nor is it
continuous,which shows why the additionalhypothesesof continuityor ConditionH are needed
in Proposition8.
Thus the economy can be positively matched for all type distributions,even though the
productionfunction fails to satisfy WID (we saw this in the first example in Section 4.1 as
well). But if the surplusfails to satisfy the WID inequalitiesat some quadruple(a, b, c, d) where
a (a, d) > 0, then the economy with atoms of equal measureat those types will be negatively
matched.
Similarlogic gives the resultfor negativematching.
Proposition 11. A necessary and sufficientconditionfor the economy to be negatively
matchedfor all type distributionsis that conditionH is satisfiedand thatfor all a > b > c > d
the surplusfunction satisfies the WDD inequalities.
When neither the hypotheses of Proposition 10 (i) nor of Proposition 11 (i) are satisfied,
then the matchingoutcome will be sensitive to the type distributionin a strong sense: it may be
positive for some distributions,negativefor some, or even non-monotonicfor others.
To illustratethe use of these necessary conditions, we turnto the imperfectcapital market
example.
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Example. The segregationpayoff is
a2-k
u(a)

ifa2 > ?k

10

ifa2 <?k.

As 0 increases,so does the set of types with zero segregationpayoffs. Divide the type space into
two intervals,AO= [a, /r(k) and A+ = ['/0k, a]. For all b E AOthe segregationpayoff is zero,
while for all a e A+, it is the same as if therewere no marketimperfection.If one takes a E A+
and b E AOwith ab > pk thatare not too far apart,the surplusgeneratedis ab - ? (k + a2) > 0.
Thus when 0 is large enough, one can satisfy ConditionH for some distributions,and there will
be heterogeneousmatching.
In fact, the surplus does not satisfy the WID inequalities either: choose a > b > d >
k so thatad > pk > bd, and b2 > )k > d2. Then r(a, d) = ad - k - (a2 - k) > 0,
?a +
while r(b, b) = a (b, d) = a (a, b) = 0. Thus for this set of types we have a (a, d) + a (b, b) >
a (a, b) + a (b, d) which contradictsWID (clearly,the surplusdoesn't satisfy WDD either:where
it is differentiable,the cross partialis positive). Proposition 10 then implies that there are type
distributionsfor which the matchis not positive assortative.
This example also illustrates a general principle underlying comparativestatics of the
equilibriaof matchingmodels. As environmental(technology,information)parameterschange,
both utility possibility sets and segregationpayoffs change. The way they change may be very
differentfor differenttypes, however.Thus for a model in which the condition for segregation
is satisfiedat one parametervalue, the segregationpayoff vector may "moveinside"the feasible
set of a heterogeneouspairas the parameterincreases.
Example. If a is just above -k, its segregationpayoff falls from a2 k to zero as p
increases,while the same increasein 0 has no effect on the segregationpayoff of types far above
V,/-k.For0 > 1, a high type may have an incentiveto matchnot with anotherhigh type, but with
a low type insteadbecause the latter'soutside opportunitiesare so low. In otherwords, while the
segregationpayoff vector must lie outside of a heterogeneouspair'sParetofrontierwhen 0 = 1,
it may move inside the frontierwhen ? > 1. See Figure 2: for q5= 1, the segregationpayoff
vector u lies outside the utility possibility frontierfor a heterogeneouspair {a, b}; for 4) > 1, it
lies inside the frontier(b2 < 4k < ab is assumed,hence coalition {b, b} cannot borrowwhile
coalitions {a, b} and {a, a} can).
We illustratethe dependence of the matching patternon the distribution.As we pointed
out earlier, despite the financial market imperfection, utility is still transferablewithin each
coalition. Proposition 1 thereforeimplies that the equilibriummatch will maximize aggregate
surplus,which will be helpful in computingthe equilibrium.Space permitsonly a sketch of the
arguments;see our workingpaperLegros and Newman (2000) for details.
Example. First, note that any heterogeneousmatch must consist of a type a e A+ and
a type b e Ao. Heterogeneousmatches must satisfy two other conditions:first, the financing
constraint
ab > /k

(3)

must be met, and second theremust be a gain to matching,which entails
ab-k-

(a2-k)

>0.

(4)

u(b)

u(b)

H^a^a2-^
hCa^^a^kv
450
h(a,a;) = a2-k <
450

h(a,a;o= a2-k

h(a,b;O)=ab-k
h(b,b;)=b2
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u(a)

>

u
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Case f(ir , ab )

Case <= 1
FIGURE2

Define b* to be the lowest value in Ao for which these constraintscan be satisfiedby some
a in A+; a* as the point in A+ at which both constraintsbind at b*; and a** the point in A+
above which (4) cannotbe satisfiedfor any b in A0. We have b* < ~/q < a* < a**. All agents
above a** segregate,as do any agents below b*.
Suppose that the supportof the ability distributionis containedin [b*, '0k) U [a*, a**].
Takea > a in [a*, a**] and b > b in [b*, /-k). Since ab + ab > ab + ab, the payoff function
h (a, b, 4) satisfiesthe WID inequalities,so matchingis positive assortative.
Now supposethatthe distributionis log uniformon [b*, a*] (thatis, the logarithmof ability
is uniformlydistributed).Considera relaxedmaximizationprogramin which the constraintthat
the matchbe measureconsistentis ignored.For a given b, to maximizea (a, b) = ab - ? (a2 +k),
one chooses the smallest element of the set of a satisfying (3) and (4), which is k. Thus the
pointwise optimumhas 9Jl(b) = -b, and with log uniformity,this is also measureconsistent:the
relaxedoptimumis the optimumin the originalprogram.Since the largeris b, the smalleris his
partner,we conclude thatwith this distributionwe get NAM.
If the distributionis log uniform on a largerinterval, say [b*, a**], we still get NAM on
[b*, a*] and segregationelsewhere (more surplusis generatedwhen a b remainswith k than if
he switches to an a in [a*, a**]). This is a non-monotonicmatchingpattern.
Thus as the distributionchanges, so does the matching pattern,in ways that reverse the
directionof the monotonicityor destroyit altogether.
Optimality in the imperfect credit market model. As we have noted, aggregateoutput
is maximized at the equilibriumof any transferableutility model, in particularthe one with
imperfect credit markets.The primaryimpact of changes in the degree of imperfectionthere
is to change the equilibriummatchingpattern(of course, total outputfalls as the imperfection
becomes more severe). But the outcome is always optimalfrom the point of view of maximizing
total output.
How do we reconcile optimalityof the equilibriumhere with the well-knownresultsthatsay
that in the presenceof financialmarketimperfections,equilibriumneed not maximize aggregate
output?Some models of credit marketimperfectionsintroducenon-transferabilitiesand others
generatepecuniarycross-coalitionalexternalities,both of which are precludedhere. Even when
it ignores these features, the literaturefrequentlyexamines mean-preservingredistributionsof
types (usually interpretedas wealth), from which outputincreasesmay be obtained.
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By contrast,Proposition1 merely says thatmatchingwill be efficient given the distribution
of types:thereareno output-increasingpolicies thatinvolve only a reassignmentof matchesaway
from those obtainedin equilibrium.Indeed, in many transferable-utilitymatchingmodels, even
those not derivedfrom imperfections,one can often raise outputif one is allowed to redistribute
types. But purely "associationalredistribution"(see Durlauf (1997)) can play no efficiencyenhancingrole here.
6. CONCLUSION
When it comes to determiningmatching patterns,imperfections can overwhelm technology.
A credit marketimperfectionin an otherwise standardmodel turns segregationinto NAM or
something non-monotonic.By the same token, very different economies may generate very
similar matches: NAM could signal a perfect market and a submodulartechnology or an
imperfect credit marketand a supermodulartechnology. As evidence of economic processes,
matchingpatternsneed to be interpretedwith caution.
This point underscoresthe importanceof having conditions for monotone matching for
a broaderrange of environmentsthan those with transferableutility and one-dimensionaltype
spaces. In some cases, this is easy: Proposition9 and ConditionH generalize, essentially via a
changeof notation,to situationswith multipleagentspermatch,multidimensionalcharacteristics
and non-transferability.
For other forms of monotone matching, Legros and Newman (2002a) develop sufficient
conditions for the non-transferableutility case in which the utility possibility frontieris strictly
decreasing.The same logic inherentin the transferableutility case, namely that (in the case of
ID) highertypes are always able to outbidlower types in orderto matchwith highertypes, leads
to the result that "generalizeddifferenceconditions"suffice for monotonematching.These have
the same formal structureas standarddifference conditions, with monotone functions taking
the place of real numbers,and functionalcomposition taking the place of real addition.More
significantly,thereare simple local and supermodularversions of these conditionsthat facilitate
computationand application.
Non-transferableutility also underminesthe efficiency of equilibriummatches: a social
plannerseeking to raise aggregatewelfare relative to that of the equilibriumcan sometimes do
so through associational redistribution,forcing partnershipsto form in ways that differ from
the equilibriumoutcome.Welfaregains can be generatedfor two distinctreasons:(1) some types
become much moreproductivewhen matchedaccordingto the planner'spreference(inefficiency
of the equilibriummatch); and (2) in the planner's preferredmatches, partnersmake more
efficient choices (inefficiencyby the match). These issues are explored in Legros and Newman
(2002b).
The multidimensionalcase introducesnew difficulties(see for instanceEngl and Scotchmer
(1996)). Firstof all, thereis a myriadof ways in which the variouscharacteristicsof the matching
partnersmight enterinto theirjoint output.A most naturalway to proceedis to suppose thatthe
characteristicscan be summarizedby a one-dimensionalquantity(call it "talent").Outputthen
dependson talentin the usual way. Talentis not observableto the investigator,but (some of) the
characteristicsare (one thinksof athletes,whose height and weight might be easy to measurebut
whose athletictalentmight requirethe appraisalof expertswho matchthe athletesinto teams).
But even in this restrictedenvironmentwith two-personmatches,it is easy to find cases in
which matchingsatisfies PAM in talent but appearsas NAM in every dimension observableto
the investigator.The problemis that the joint distributionof characteristicsleaves a degree of
freedom that doesn't fully nail down the matchingpattern.Avoiding this predicamentrequires
a weaker, statistical definition of PAM and related restrictions on the joint distributionof
characteristics.We discuss this in Legros and Newman (1999).
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APPENDIX
Equilibrium. We provide a definition of equilibriumand of measure consistency in terms of individuals.The
economies we study have a continuumof individualswho are designatedby the set I = [0, 1] x [0, 1] with Lebesgue
measure A.The descriptionof a specific economy includes an assignmentof individualsto types via a map r : I A,
whereunless otherwisespecified,the type space A is takento be a completelyordered,compactsubsetof some Euclidean
space. The map r is measurable.We also assume thatany two individualswith the same firstcoordinateget assigned the
same type by rT:if i = (x, y) and j = (x, i), then r(i) = r(j). The type assignmentr induces the distributionof types
T(-) that we use in the text, by the relationshipT(B) = X({i E I : r(i) E B)) for every measurablesubset B of A.
This constructionis appropriatefor two reasons.First,the core is definedin termsof individualsratherthantypes.
Secondly, since it is possible thata given type is matchedwith more thanone type, the definitionof measureconsistency
with respect to A is awkward.
The equilibriumspecifies the way individualsare matchedto each other, i.e. the way the set I is partitionedinto
coalitions. Let P be a partitionof I into sets of size two. The correspondence9X* : A 4 A used in text is definedas
9<*(a) = {b : 3(i, j) E P : r(i) = a, r(j) = b}.
Note that since P is a partition, )* (a) is not empty for all a E A and for each i E I thereexists a unique j E I
such that (i, j) E P. We say that P is measure consistent if for every measurableset J C I, the set of individuals
matchedwith individualsin J has the same Lebesgue measureas J:
(J) =

({i : 3j E J: (i, j) E P}).

This restrictionrules out partitionsin which, for instance, all individualsin [0, 1/3] x [0, 1] are matchedone-toone with all the individualsin (1/3, 1] x [0, 1] (see also Kanekoand Wooders(1986)).
Denote by P the set of measureconsistent partitionsof I into subsets of size two at most. A partitioncan be part
of an equilibriumif thereexists a payoff structurethatis feasible for thatpartitionand such that it is not possible for any
individualsto obtain a higherpayoff by forminga coalition differentfrom theirequilibriumcoalition.
DefinitionAl.
such that

An equilibriumis a pair (P, u) consisting of a partitionP E P and a utility allocationu : I

-+

R

(i) u is feasible: for almost all P = {i, j} E P, (u(i) + u(j)) < h(r(i), r(j)).
(ii) u cannot be improvedupon: there does not exist a pair of individuals{i, j} and payoffs (u(i), U(j)) such that
(U(i) + U(j)) < h(r(i), r(j)) and (iu(i), iU(j)) >> (u(i), u(j)).
An equilibriumalways exists underour assumptions(see Gretskyet al. (1992)).
Proof of Proposition 2. Obvious for segregation.For PAM and NAM, the definitionrequiresthat the graphof
971be monotonic (non-decreasingfor PAM, non-increasingfor NAM). ConsiderPAM and assume that there is an open
intervalB c A such that9C1(a)has morethanone elementfor everya e B. Let m(a) = sup 9t1(a) andm(a) = inf 9X(a);
by assumption,for each a e B, m(a) > mr(a).Now, by PAM, m and m are increasingin a. Since monotonic functions
are continuousalmost everywhere,consider a point of continuitya for m and m. Since m(a) > m(a), by continuityof
m and m, there exists s > 0 small enough such thatm(a - s) > m(a + e), but this is a contradictionsince there is an
element of 9Jt(a - s) thatis strictlygreaterthan an element of 97t(a + E). The proof is similarfor NAM.
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